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What is a jet? 
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Different types of jets
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Run 3 <μ> = 60
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Removing charge hadrons not belonging to the LV
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Removing charge hadrons not belonging to the 
LV, AND assign weights to neutrals based on the 
likelihood that they originate from the LV or PU PU

PP
I



CMS strategy for pileup mitigation
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CHS
Charge hadron subtraction was the pileup mitigation method by 
default, for both AK5 and AK7 jets.

Run I

CHS and PUPPI
CHS was the default algorithm for AK4 jets. For AK8 jets, we 
started with CHS but migrate quickly to PUPPI by the end of the 
Run.

Run II

PUPPI ML?
ML algorithms will take the stage. 

Run IV

PUPPI
The default algorithm for AK4 and AK8 jets. It has prove to have 
a better overall performance.

Run III

better

better

better

better

arXiv: 2003.00502

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.00503
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Jet Energy Resolution
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Improved with better reconstruction



Jet Cleaning
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Even though CHS/PUPPI do a good job in removing pileup, 
we use two extra steps to remove noise jets (jetID) and 
remaining PU jets (PUjetID).



b tagging
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DeepJet algorithm

better



c tagging
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DeepJet algorithm

better

arXiv: 2111.03027

https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.03027


c tagging
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DeepJet algorithm

Allowed us to observed Z->cc and set strongest limits in H-> cc!
(arXiv:2205.05550)

http://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05550


Quark/gluon tagging
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Quark Gluon Likelihood (QGL, a BDT based approach) has been used in CMS for many years. 
We have some promising ML-based approaches for Run 3, but unfortunately no public results yet.



Quark/gluon tagging
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Quark Gluon Likelihood (QGL, a BDT based approach) has been used in CMS for many years. 
We have some promising ML-based approaches for Run 3, but unfortunately no public results yet.

A detailed study of substructure variables between quark and gluon.
(arXiv:2109.03340)

http://arxiv.org/abs/2109.03340


Boosted objects
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In CMS, we use the ratio of nsubjettiness 
as our default analytical discriminant. 

(τ21 for 2 prong decays, and τ32 for three 
prong decays).

In CMS, the default jet cone size is 0.8 
and the grooming technique (jet 

cleaning) is softdrop.



Boosted objects - The ML revolution

18arxiv: 2004.08262

deepAK8

imageTop

http://arxiv.org/abs/2004.08262


ParticleNet
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Multi-classifier which 
profits from a Graph Neural 
Net and flat mass training 
samples. 



Higgs taggers (decaying to bb and cc)
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ParticleNet DeepDoubleX



Higgs taggers (decaying to bb and cc)
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ParticleNet DeepDoubleX

Allowed us to observed 
Z->cc and set strongest 

limits in H-> cc!
(arXiv:2205.05550)

First Z->cc in this channel 
and the first ggH-> cc!

(CMS-PAS-HIG-21-012)

http://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05550
http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-21-012/index.html


Jet mass decorrelation
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Jet mass regression

Our boosted jet taggers sculpt the jet 
softdrop mass distribution. To mitigate 

this effect, our ML taggers decorrelate the 
jet mass from the other input variables.

To mitigate the effects of over grooming, 
we developed a new mass regression 

algorithm.



Tau jets
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arXiv: 2201.08458

http://arxiv.org/abs/2201.08458


Thank you!
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● This was just a quick summary 
of all the jet program at CMS. 

● We have push the limits of jet 
reconstructions and algorithms 
for Run 2, and we are working on 
more improvements for Run 3.



Backup slides
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PU Jet ID
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Quark Gluon Likelihood
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Nsubjettiness
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